During your visit, see if you can identify 20 primary sources that you feel fit the descriptions below (multiple answers possible). You may take pictures in the museum, but please no flash and be sure to respect the artifacts and other visitors around you.

1. Carter used this as a baby, and you might have, too ____________________________
2. Proof of Carter’s early interest in learning ______________________________________
3. Symbols of racism and inequality in Carter’s childhood __________________________
4. This object shows that perseverance can pay off _________________________________
5. Carter battling political corruption and winning _________________________________
6. An example of Carter as a common man _________________________________________
7. Object representing help from Carter’s family ______________________________________
8. A publication that honored the soon-to-be president ______________________________
9. A symbol of gratitude given to Carter while president _____________________________
10. Oval Office device often misunderstood by Hollywood ____________________________
11. Political Cartoon of a Carter decision/initiative _________________________________
12. An unlikely Hollywood supporter of Carter ______________________________________
13. Proof of First Lady Rosalyn Carter’s work ethic and drive _________________________
14. Artifact worn by U.S. hostage in Iran ____________________________________________
15. Object reflecting Carter’s artistic talents _________________________________________
16. Token of appreciation for Carter’s Conservation efforts ___________________________
17. A “tool” Carter used to fund his post-presidential efforts __________________________
18. A living “foe” the Carter Center has almost eradicated ____________________________
19. A surprising gift Carter received after election monitoring _________________________
20. A world leader Carter met with post-presidency _________________________________